02 ford ranger fuel pump

The Ford Ranger uses an electric fuel pump located in the fuel tank. It comes in the form of a
module, which means that the fuel pump, the fuel level sending unit and the fuel filter screen are
all mounted to a metal frame. To replace the fuel pump in the Ranger, you have to drop the fuel
tank. The pump is mounted in the top of the tank, and secured and sealed with a lock ring or
cap, depending on the year. Disconnect the negative battery cable using a wrench. Raise the
rear of the truck using the floor jack under the differential or center of the axle. Place the jack
stands under each side of the axle and lower the truck onto the jack stands. Loosen the clamps
on the large fuel filler hose and the smaller vent hose at the fuel tank ports, using a screwdriver.
Drain some of the fuel out if the tank is over half full. Do this by removing the filler hose at the
tank and siphoning the fuel out into an acceptable container or gas can. Remove both hoses by
pulling them off the fuel tank ports. Disconnect the fuel pump and fuel level sending unit wiring
harness plug in the rear of the tank. Place the floor jack under the center of the fuel tank
between the fuel tank support straps. Raise the jack enough to give the tank a little support.
Remove the two bolts closest to the rear bumper using a socket. Once the bolts are out, pull the
straps down and bend them toward the front of the truck just enough to allow the tank to be
lowered unobstructed. Lower the floor jack and tank slowly, just enough to gain access to the
fuel lines on the top of the tank. If you let it down too far it may damage the fuel lines. Remove
the fuel lines from the top of the fuel pump. The tank is heavy, and if it has any measure of fuel
in it, it will make the tank unstable, so keep it centered on the jack. Lower it all the way down
and drag it out from under the truck. Remove the lock ring that seals the fuel pump in the tank.
The lock ring may take one of two forms. If it is a plastic cap, simply turn it counterclockwise to
remove it. If it is a metal ring it has tabs around the circumference that interlock with the tabs on
the tank opening. There will also be vertical tabs used to remove the ring. Tap the vertical tabs
counterclockwise, using the screwdriver and hammer, to unlock the ring. Lift the fuel pump out
of the fuel tank and discard the rubber O-ring that is located under the top of the fuel pump.
Install a new O-ring and the new fuel pump making sure to install it with the fuel pump ports
facing in the same direction. This is so the fuel lines can be reconnected. Install the lock ring by
turning it clockwise. Place the fuel tank on the floor jack. Push it under the truck and raise it
enough to install the fuel lines on the top of the fuel pump. Raise the fuel tank all the way up to
the bottom of the truck bed. Install the two hoses on the tank ports and tighten the clamps.
Bend the fuel tank straps around the bottom of the tank and into place. Install the bolts and
tighten them. Remove the floor jack. Connect the fuel pump electrical connector. Place the floor
jack under the differential and lift it enough to remove the jack stands and lower the truck. Don
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Vietnam. Step 1 Disconnect the negative battery cable using a wrench. Step 2 Drain some of the
fuel out if the tank is over half full. Step 3 Place the floor jack under the center of the fuel tank
between the fuel tank support straps. Step 4 Lower the floor jack and tank slowly, just enough
to gain access to the fuel lines on the top of the tank. Step 5 Remove the lock ring that seals the
fuel pump in the tank. Step 6 Lift the fuel pump out of the fuel tank and discard the rubber
O-ring that is located under the top of the fuel pump. Step 7 Install the lock ring by turning it
clockwise. One of the worst problems that can happen to your Ford Ranger is a bad fuel filter.
When the filter goes bad, it can limit the amount of fuel that enters the engine. Without fuel, the
vehicle will not run at all. With that in mind, most of the symptoms of a bad fuel filter revolve
around the vehicle stalling out. Fuel filters have been making a rearward progression for the last
50 years, literally. It looked like a little pill, and it would be quick and easy to replace. This was in
the era of carbureted vehicles. Fuel injection requires higher fuel pressure. Higher fuel pressure
meant that a more robust fuel filter would be required. This meant the fuel filter was no longer
left under the hood. It was put in the steel fuel line, between the gas tank and engine bay. These
fuel filters were more reliable, but they also were tougher to change. Repairing them means
getting under the vehicle and disconnecting steel fittings. The good news is, no matter how old
your Ranger is, the symptoms of a bad fuel filter are universal. And, fuel filters are cheap.
Before taking anything apart, check to see if your engines computer has any trouble codes
saved in it. The engine may throw a P trouble code. Any trouble codes that exist could be a clue.
Sometimes when there is low fuel pressure, you may also get an oxygen sensor related trouble
code as well. The real issue with diagnosing a bad fuel filter is that it resembles many other
vehicular issues in terms of symptoms. Typically, if you are heading up a hill or accelerating the
engine may start to feel like it is just running out of steam. Now, a bad fuel filter can also feel a
heck of a lot like a bad catalytic converter. Both conditions will make the motor feel like it is
running out of wind when you hit the gas. A bad catalytic converter will not feel as jarring. If you

are unsure, check out this article on troubleshooting catalytic converters. If you get P or P
trouble codes with a scanner, it very well may be the catalytic converter causing these
symptoms. One of the best indicators of a clogged fuel filter is going to be that the your Ranger
is difficult to start. If your car is difficult to start, a clogged fuel filter would probably not be the
place to start looking, especially if you are getting no trouble code for fuel pressure or the
oxygen sensors. It could certainly cause the problem though. A fuel pump that is going out is
going to feel the same as a bad fuel filter. This makes telling if you have a bad fuel pump vs bad
fuel filter very challenging. How do you tell them apart? A clogged fuel filter will have high
pressure on its input side and low pressure on its output side. They are both going to cause the
same hesitation at high speed and difficulty starting. The only way to truly tell is to place a fuel
pressure gauge on both sides of the line and get a reading from both. A priming fuel pump
sounds like a high-pitched whine for a few seconds and can be heard with a sharp engine right
after the ignition key is turned, but before the starter is engaged. The symptoms of a bad fuel
pump match a lot of other common problems that can occur in the Ford Ranger. Testing the
filter and pressure on each side of it are going to be the quickest ways to rule it out. If there is
anything you would like to add, please leave a comment below. Good luck! Hard to Start Engine
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t and float retention matches OE specifications and guarantees correct gas gauge reading
Lower amperage draws less load on vehicle's electrical system Lower failure rates due to its
innovative design and durability Part is validated, tested and matched to the right vehicle
application Condition: New Shipping Options: Ground This Part Fits:. Lower amperage draws
less load on vehicle's electrical system Delphi is a global OE manufacturer and all fuel pumps
are built to Delphi's OE standards Designed to operate under extreme temperatures with quick
engine starts and to avoid low-fuel hesitation Improved pump performance as a result of
Delphi's innovative design and durability Restores fast pressure performance and system
integrity, translating to better pumping through less energy Part is validated, tested and
matched to the right vehicle application Condition: New Shipping Options: Ground This Part
Fits:. Catalog: A. Catalog: P. Catalog: C. Catalog: N. Catalog: H. Catalog: D. Catalog: E.

